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Express - This is only 
applicable when ordering 
Interlocking panels. Express is 
the width of the recessed space 
between each panel. 

The Interlocking express can be 
0 mm - 25 mm. 0mm will be 
2 - 3mm after manufacturing.

Panel Label - this is where 
you can create a reference to 
help identify panels on site.

eg: Wall A
If panel labels are noted on this 
form,  Metal Cladding Systems 
will label and pack each panel 
type together.

Pan - This is only applicable 
when ordering Interlocking 
panels.

Pan is the face width of the 
Interlocking panel.

Cover - express = pan

eg:
305 mm cover - 10 mm express 
= 295 mm pan

QTY - Note how many of this 
particular panel you need.

Length - Nominate the length you would 
like your panel made to. Panels can be 
made to almost any length. Standard 
lengths are 600 mm - 9000 mm.

(Panels 600 mm long or less, may incur 
an additional cutting down charge).

Hooks/Stop ends - Stop ends is a 
term usually applicable when ordering 
Interlocking. Hooks is a term usually 
applicable when ordering any other 
panel. However the terms are somewhat 
interchangeable.

A stop end is usually 25mm or custom.
A hook is usually 20mm or custom.

When opting for only one end (eg. top) 
we will require the Lay Direction - Left to 
Right or Right to Left.

Cover - this is the total coverage of 
the panel on the wall and a key 
dimension for all panel systems.

Nailstrip, Snaplock and Standing Seam 
will all only have a cover 
measurement, centre of rib to centre  
(no pan or express needed).

Interlocking will have an express, pan 
and cover.

Notes - In this section draw any 
corner panel details, custom panels, 
tapered panels, stop end/hook lengths, 
foam infill and/or fixing clip quantity.

Foam Backing - Is only applicable when ordering 
Interlocking panels.

Metal Cladding System supply foam cut to width for 
Interlocking panels. 

However, foam is not a standard product and is combustible. 
Metal Cladding Systems do not recommend foam on any 
commercial or multi-residential builds.


